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Pronto Selects Philips 
Automotive

Philips Automotive 
North America has been 
selected as the preferred 
supplier of automotive 

lighting products 
throughout North 

America by the National 
Pronto Association, 
an organization of 

independent automotive 
aftermarket warehouse 
distributors, auto parts 
stores, and auto service 
centres offering a wide 
range of business and 

marketing services. 

*    *    *

Brake Parts Inc. 
Celebrates 20 Years With 

Uni-Select
Brake Parts Inc. has 

announced the 20-year 
anniversary of its business 

partnership with Uni-
Select Canada. In 1994, 

Uni-Select embarked on a 
change in brake suppliers 

and migrated to the 
Raybestos brand. 

Uni-Select Inc. has introduced a new banner 
strategy for Canadian repair shops. The new 
strategy lets shops choose the banner under 
which they want to operate (Auto-Select, Uni-
Pro, or SelectAutoXpert (SAX)), and supports 
their growth with a flexible and diverse line-
up of services specifically adapted to each 
shop’s particular needs. Joining one of these 
programs provides shops with more visibility, 
the support of a network in promoting their 
services, and helps increase customer loyalty.

The Uni-Pro program is a build-your-own 
program that offers an optional brand image 
and an à la carte menu of options, with many 
warranties for shops and their customers. 
Installers can also take advantage of training 
programs, diagnostic tools, and business man-
agement coaching. The program also gives 
access to Uni-SmartLink, a telematics system 
that sends out personalized reminders and 
alerts as well as educational tips on preventive 
maintenance. This solution includes remind-
ers for the regular scheduled maintenance 
recommended by a vehicle’s manufacturer, a 
maintenance history, detailed notices when 

the engine warning light turns on, a stolen 
vehicle locator, and a battery monitor. The 
data collected can help users save on fuel and 
make their vehicles more reliable.

The Auto-Select banner is a turnkey pro-
gram for installers looking for a complete line-
up in a premium brand. This concept includes 
all of the high-end options most commonly 
requested by progressive shops, with a strong 
brand image and communication plan.

Repair shops looking for an affordable, 
easy-to-use solution with competitive discounts 
can opt for the SAX program.

“We are proud to provide our repair shop 
professionals with solutions to help them grow. 
We are happy knowing that we can help 
them manage their business and find success. 
Our line-up of customized tools and solutions 
adapted to the different needs of each shop 
once again speaks to our commitment to 
providing innovative programs to help them 
run their business more effectively,” says Gary 
O’Connor, president and chief operating offi-
cer, Automotive Canada, at Uni-Select.

Uni-Select Unveils A New Banner Strategy 
For Its Canadian Shops

British Columbia-based Lordco Auto Parts, 
Canada’s largest independent aftermarket dis-
tributor, held its perennially successful trade 
show in Vancouver, B.C., in early April and 
took the opportunity to unveil its new senior 
management team.

The move follows the sudden passing of 
Lordco owner Ed Coates this past February, 
and is a management team that Coates helped 
create in his last days before he lost his battle 
with cancer.

In accordance with the founder’s wish-
es, Marlyn Coates, president of Lordco Parts 
Ltd., formally announced the appointments to 
Lordco’s senior management team at the show.

Doug Coates assumes the role of chief 
executive officer, returning to Lordco after a 
brief hiatus. He brings his wealth of experi-
ence gained from more than 38 years in the 
automotive parts industry, 29 of those with 
Lordco.  He will assume the leadership role 
in the overall operations of the company and 
take responsibility over corporate direction 
and strategy.

Rick Sayers, vice-president finance, has 19 
years of experience in financial management 
at Lordco. He will assume responsibility for 
all accounting and reporting functions and 
general administration functions within the 
company.

Tara Hammer is vice-president legal and 
general counsel. Hammer has been employed 
in various capacities at Lordco over the past 
20 years, most recently returning to Lordco in 
2007 as general counsel after her call to the 

B.C. bar in 2006. Her expanded responsibili-
ties will involve executive management of legal 
affairs including risk management, real estate 
development, corporate and commercial mat-
ters, as well as employment-related issues.

Samantha Coates is now vice-president 
operations. Samantha’s career with Lordco 
has been characterized by rapid continuous 
growth through counter sales and store man-
agement, and she brings considerable experi-
ence gained as senior regional manager to her 
new position. Her primary areas of responsi-
bility will include coordination of sales and 
warehouse entities, as well as inventory and 
asset management.

Ian Coates, vice-president sales, has also 
spent most of his working years at Lordco, 
many of those gaining valuable experience in 
outside sales.  Most recently, he has taken on a 

New Lordco Senior Management Team Announced

24th Annual Lordco Tradeshow: Over 400 of Lordco’s 
major manufacturers participated in the well-attended 
2014 Lordco Trade Show held at the Pacific Coliseum 
and Agrodome at the Pacific National Exhibition 
grounds in Vancouver last month.
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Denso Receives Award 
From APA

Denso was awarded 
Branded Manufacturer 

of the Year at the 
recent Automotive 

Parts Associates (APA) 
Annual Conference in 
Houston, Texas. Denso 

was recognized for being 
first to market with new 

model-year parts and 
for its quick turnaround 
times and high fill rates 

on replenishment orders. 

management role in corporate sales, working 
closely with suppliers and major customers. 
This appointment is a natural progression in 
his development and will include management 
of Lordco’s extensive outside sales force.

Sarah Durant becomes vice-president mar-
keting. Sarah has come up through the ranks 
at Lordco and is now widely recognized as the 
driving force behind most of Lordco’s excep-
tional promotional programs, most recently 
being named as marketing manager in 2009. 
Her expanded role will include management 
responsibility over all marketing initiatives and 
promotions.

Candace Gottschalk has been appointed 
vice-president human resources. Candace’s 
experience gained over her working career at 
Lordco, combined with her educational back-
ground, will prove invaluable as she makes an 
eventual transition to personnel management.  
In the short term she will be spearheading 
efforts to develop a perpetual legacy fund in 
honour of her father.

AIA Disputing Parliamentary 
Report There is No Labour 

Shortage
The Automotive Industries Association 
(AIA) of Canada is disputing claims in a 
Parliamentary Budget Officer report that 
there is no national labour shortage.

The Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) 
report released March 25, 2014, entitled 
“Labour Market Assessment 2014,” states, 
“There is little evidence to suggest a national 
labour shortage exists in Canada.”

The AIA maintains that the existing 
national skills shortage is severely impact-
ing Canada’s automotive aftermarket indus-
try with a growing number of job vacancies 
and not enough skilled workers to fill them. 
According to the CARS Council’s 2013 study 
entitled, “Performance Driven: An Update 
on the Labour Market Opportunities and 

Challenges for Canada’s Motive Power Repair 
and Service Sector,” there are just over 11,800 
unfilled positions in Canada’s automotive 
aftermarket, with Canada’s Motive Power 
Repair and Service Sector (MPRS) accounting 
for 29% of these vacancies. According to the 
study, 28% of employers report having one or 
more unfilled positions.

Marc Brazeau, AIA president & CEO, notes, 
“Labour shortages in the automotive service 
and repair sector will significantly damage 
the productivity of the automotive aftermar-
ket industry and the Canadian economy as a 
whole, making it imperative to accrue more 
skilled technicians in the workforce.” 

Uni-Select Delivers Solid Earnings 
Growth In First Quarter Fiscal 2014
Uni-Select Inc. reported solid results for the 
first quarter ended March 31, 2014. EBITDA 
and net earnings improved sharply compared 
to the same period last year, notwithstanding 
a slight decrease in overall sales. The corpora-
tion generated 1.7% organic growth.

All percentage increases and decreases 
represent year-over-year changes for the first 
quarter of 2014 compared to the first quarter 
of 2013, unless otherwise noted.

Uni-Select recorded a decrease in sales of 
2.1% to $413 million in the first quarter of 
2014, resulting from projected store closures 
under the Action Plan, a weak Canadian dol-
lar, and temporary closures caused by severe 
winter conditions in many U.S. regions. In the 
first quarter, organic sales grew by 1.7%. Sales 
of U.S. operations reached $311 million, up 
1.0% organically. Canadian operations deliv-
ered $102 million in sales in the same peri-
od, organically up 3.8%. The overall positive 
organic growth comes from the success of the 
various sales initiatives and the recruitment of 
new customers, supported by improved service 
levels stemming from a now fully implemented 
ERP system.
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The corporation’s adjusted EBITDA 
margin increased by 22.0% to reach 5.0% 
compared to 4.1% last year. Organic 
growth and tighter expense controls also 
contributed to the increase. In the first 
quarter, these recurring savings totalled 
$5.6 million, resulting in cumulative 
savings of approximately $18.6 million, 
despite higher utility costs due to the 
colder temperatures experienced across 
North America. The combination of 
cost savings and organic growth resulted 
in an increase of 117% in free cash flow, 
from $6.3 million to $13.7 million.

Automotive Aftermarket 
Suppliers Are Optimistic For 

2014
Full service automotive aftermarket sup-
pliers are optimistic and have a positive 
outlook for 2014, according to respons-
es to the first quarter 2014 “Aftermarket 
Supplier Barometer” survey conduct-
ed by the Automotive Aftermarket 
Suppliers Association (AASA).

“Supplier sentiment is positive for 
Q1 2014, registering at the highest level 
AASA has recorded in its quarterly 
barometers since early 2012,” says Bill 
Long, president and chief operating 
officer, AASA. “Supplier sentiment indi-
cates a strong start for suppliers in 2014.”

“The majority of AASA’s Q1 
Barometer participants reported that 
sales performance continued to rise, 
with both aftermarket and OES sales 
increasing to the highest levels reported 
in our survey since 2012,” says Curtis 
Draper, AASA vice-president of industry 
analysis, programs, and member servic-
es. “Strong sales, increases in inventory, 
capacity, and hiring, and the uptick 
in optimism bode well for aftermarket 
suppliers.”

University of the 
Aftermarket, AAIA To Host 

ACES & PIES Training 
Seminar

The University of the Aftermarket, 
in partnership with the Automotive 
Aftermarket Industry Association 
(AAIA), will host a two-day seminar on 
the implementation and management 
of aftermarket catalogue and product 
information standards. The program 
will be held July 16-17 in Troy, Mich.

The program was developed for 
aftermarket catalogue managers and 
product information professionals who 
would like to sharpen their knowl-
edge and management of the AAIA 
Catalogue Enhanced Standard (ACES) 
and Product Information Exchange 
Standard (PIES).

Instruction will be by leaders of the 

AAIA Technology Standards Committee 
and principal architects of the industry 
standards. Registration is available at 
the University of the Aftermarket web-
site, www.universityoftheaftermarket.
com. 

B.C.’s Auto Sector Aims To 
Enhance Labour Market

The B.C. Automotive Sector Labour 
Market Project Steering Committee has 
announced the completion of the sec-
ond phase of an innovative human 
resource project for the province’s auto-
motive industry. The project will help 
ensure that this important sector of 
B.C.’s economy has the qualified, skilled 
employee population it needs for the 
future.

“The project is a result of a collabora-
tion between government and key auto-
motive sector stakeholders in B.C.,” says 
Ken McCormack, president and CEO of 
the ARA, a constituent member of the 
Committee. “The Committee is com-
mitted to ensuring that B.C.’s automo-
tive sector has the labour force with the 
correct education and skills required to 
meet the needs of this important indus-
try that directly or indirectly employs 
one in seven British Columbians.”

“In B.C., the automotive sector is pri-
marily a service industry based around 
the sale, maintenance, repair, and dis-
posal of motor vehicles,” says Committee 
member Wade Bartok of Elite Body 
Shop Ltd.~CSN in North Vancouver. 
“The human resource challenges cur-
rently facing this sector are similar to 
other industries and include an aging 
workforce, a lack of defined career 
pathways, a fragmented approach to 
recruitment and retention, an inconsis-
tent approach to formalized training, a 
sector-wide lack of business succession 
planning, and voracious competition 
for skilled tradespeople.”

The completed sector-wide strate-
gy will assist in making inroads with 
recruitment, retention, and training of 
employees as well as to bring public 
perceptions in line with current busi-
ness realities. The Committee aims to 
execute sector-wide strategies that are 
efficient, effective, and representative 
of the needs of the entire sector and all 
communities province-wide.

Aftermarket Leaders Will 
Look At Top Trends

What are the top automotive trends 
that will soon impact the aftermarket? 
Find out the answers in a fast-paced 
GAAS 2014 presentation by Bill Long, 
president and chief operating officer of 
AASA and Mark Seng, global aftermar-
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APPOINTMENTS

Cardone Industries 
has announced that 
Terry McCormack 
has been appointed 
executive chairman 
of the Board of Direc-
tors. McCormack suc-
ceeds Michael Car-
done Jr., who will con-

tinue as director, owner, and will become 
chief strategy officer. McCormack comes 
to Cardone with over 40 years of experi-
ence in the auto aftermarket industry. 
Most recently, he retired as president and 
CEO of Affinia Group Inc., where among 
his many accomplishments, he designed 
and led a very successful comprehensive 
global transformation of Affinia.

David Sturgess has been appointed 
senior vice-president, secretary and gen-
eral counsel of Affinia Group Inc. Stur-
gess, who will become part of Wilson’s 
Executive Leadership Team, brings more 
than 30 years of experience as an attor-
ney in corporate environments and in 
private practice. He comes to Affinia 

from ReCommunity Recycling, the larg-
est pure play recycling company in the 
United States. 

Marc Brazeau, president and CEO of the 
Automotive Industries Association (AIA) 
of Canada, has announced that Greg 
Sims has joined the Association as senior 
industry consultant for Western Canada. 
Greg worked with Michelin Tire for 29 
years, most of which were spent in Can-
ada where he held numerous positions 
including western zone sales manager, 
national advertising and public relations 
manager, and director of marketing.

Brake Parts Inc. has added Randy Clau-
sen as the new vice-president of global 
human resources. Clausen brings more 
than 25 years of global human resource 
experience with specific focus in the 
Americas, Asia, and Europe. His experi-
ence encompasses more than 20 years 
with Maytag Corporation and seven 
years with Dover Corporation, where he 
was most recently the VP HR for a $1.7B 
global business segment.

ket practice leader for IHS Automotive. 
Long and Seng will present their 
findings on “What’s Driving Change 
Now? Top Trends and the Aftermarket 
Implications,” on Tuesday, May 20 from 
2:20 p.m. to 3 p.m.

The presentation will provide both an 
overview of key trends and a look at how 
they will impact the aftermarket over the 
next eight to 10 years.

“One of the trends we’ll touch on is 
the accelerating globalization of OEM 
production and the increased leveraging 
of global platforms,” explains Seng. “As 
OEMs ‘chase’ the increasing global VIO, 
they are looking to transform their glob-
al production footprint. The aftermarket 
must understand the new and evolving 
world of global platforms and modular 
architecture in order to maximize the 
efficiency of the aftermarket global sup-
ply chain.”

In addition, Seng says the presenta-
tion will challenge the aftermarket to 
understand OEMs who are utilizing tech-
nology to both meet increasing CAFE 
standards, “but also to change consumer 
behaviour and build a relationship with 
the car owner beyond the standard war-
ranty period.”

Long and Seng point out that industry 
leaders will not want to miss this exciting 
mix of industry forecast and the in-depth 
analysis of its impact on aftermarket 
businesses.

The 2014 Global Automotive 

Aftermarket Symposium (GAAS), 
“Connected,” will take place May 20-21 at 
the Hyatt Regency O’Hare in Rosemont, 
Ill. To download the registration bro-
chure and view the latest copy of the 
agenda, visit www.globalsymposium.org. 

Walker Kicks Off Spring Car 
Care Season With “Exhaust 

Extravaganza”
Tenneco’s Walker emissions control 
brand will help consumers save on 
emissions control products – including 
mufflers, welded assemblies, and cata-
lytic converters – this spring through its 
“Exhaust Extravaganza” spring promo-
tion. The Walker “Exhaust Extravaganza” 
promotion is available from April 1 to 
May 31, 2014.

“The Walker ‘Exhaust Extravaganza’ 
promotion offers motorists a way to save 
on premium Walker emissions control 
products during this popular car care 
repair season,” says Sheryl Bomia, North 
American programs manager, Tenneco.

To earn the $100 rewards cheque, 
consumers must purchase a qualifying 
Walker Quiet-Flow SS muffler or welded 
exhaust assembly and Walker direct-fit 
or CalCat direct-fit catalytic converter. 
The Walker promotion also offers a 
$50 rewards cheque for either the pur-
chase of a qualifying Walker direct-fit or 
CalCat direct-fit catalytic converter or a 
qualifying Walker Quiet-Flow SS muffler 
or welded assembly. 
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MARKET 
TRACKER

Today’s higher-performance engines produce more 
power and thus more heat, so a properly functioning 
cooling system is essential to main-

tain the engine at the proper operating 
temperature. Despite this, one of 
the most overlooked main-
tenance items on vehicles 
is the cooling system and 
its accessory drive compo-
nents.

As little as a 5% loss of 
rib material in a serpentine 
belt can cause loss of tension 
or belt slippage, which can 
affect the overall performance 
of components and lead to their 
failure. It’s not just about the 
belt; it’s about the system.

The serpentine belt drive 
usually consists of a single belt 
that powers a variety of acces-
sory drives. Roughly 15% of all 
vehicles on the road today have 
a worn belt that needs to be 
replaced, and about 90% of all 
belt failures happen on vehicles 
that are over eight years old. But 
there is a misconception within the 
industry about checking for worn belts 
on today’s vehicles. Some professional 
technicians still look for cracks in the 
belt when analyzing the condition of the 
serpentine belt. That was a great way to 
check belts in the past, but today’s belts have 
changed and it has become more difficult for 
technicians to identify worn belts.

Today’s belts start out with a V profile, and 
as they wear, the V turns into a U. Once the belt is 
worn, it will have less surface area contact with the pulley and 
begin to fail or make noise. Leading serpentine belt manu-
facturers provide gauges to help measure belt wear, similar 
to a tire tread depth gauge. The free gauges are placed into 
the rib, and if the user can’t feel the plastic, the gauge leg has 
dropped too deep into the rib, meaning the V has worn into 
a U and the belt is worn out. The technician can also use the 
crown of the gauge to inspect belts for wear. If the user can 
move the gauge side to side or see light through the ribs, that 
is a sign that the belt is worn.

Jobbers may be surprised to learn that many warranty 
claim failures on alternators and other parts are actu-
ally caused by worn or improperly tensioned belts. As more 
material is lost, the pulleys ride deeper into the belt valleys, 
resulting in slip, noise, and even hydroplaning. A slipping 
belt (shiny or glazed-looking belt) can be caused by a worn 
tensioner, or worn or contaminated pulleys. Additionally, it’s 

important to inspect the pulleys 
for proper alignment, because 
as little as one degree of mis-
alignment can cause belt chirp. 
Installing a new belt will only 
temporarily fix the problem, and 
within as little as 5,000 km, the 
belt will begin to chirp again if 
not corrected.

The most important element 
of the drive system is the auto-
matic tensioner. It’s important to 
point out to your customer that a 
premium tensioner will provide 
superior casting, dampen peak 
loads during engine acceleration 
and deceleration, and truly help 
extend the life of other system 
components that would other-
wise be susceptible to engine 
failure from engine vibrations. 
In fact, automatic belt tensioners 
are designed with the same life 
cycle as the belt and should be 
replaced together.

Gates makes belt, pulley, and 
tensioner replacement easy with 
the recent introduction of its 
Accessory Component Kit. Gates 
has also designed a free online 
training portal for technicians 
and counter staff, featuring an 
Accessory Belt Drive System 
training course that will help 
jobbers and technicians solve 
common problems of the belt 
drive system, improve system 
performance, and reduce cus-
tomer comebacks.

CRP Automotive also offers 
a range of ContiTech Pro Series 

Plus Timing Kits that solve special service problems by pro-
viding technicians with all of the components needed to 
perform a proper timing belt and water pump service. CRP 
includes additional components to help technicians handle 
specific application issues that are typically encountered 
during the service. CRP now produces over 150 kits for more 
than 2,000 applications.

Vehicles are getting older and average mileage is get-
ting higher. The average age of vehicles on the road today 
is 11.3 years, a 14% increase from 2007. The Automotive 
Aftermarket Industry Association conducts its Car Care 
Check Lane study every year during National Car Care 
Month to identify services and worn parts on random 
vehicles. For the past 10 years, this study has shown that one 

Cooling System Care
Keeping Cool Under the Hood

By Steve Pawlett
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ALL PULLEYS 
ARE NOT 

CREATED EQUAL
OADs transfer torque from the engine to the alternator via the belt, 
provide overrunning function during engine deceleration and absorb engine 
vibrations. OADs are OEM “fit and function,” with a one-way clutch plus 
a patented, tuned torsion spring.

OADs wear out as they absorb vibrations from the engine and accessories. 
Always replace an overrunning alternator decoupler pulley with the correct 
part – never with a one-way clutch pulley or low-cost replacement alternator 
with incorrect pulley technology. An incorrect pulley will increase belt and 
tension wear, noise and vibration – so using the wrong part may negatively 
impact the vehicle’s operation. Using the correct OAD will lower belt tension 
fluctuation, extend bearing life, add to tensioner durability and control belt 
noise and vibrations.

Learn the difference – and never replace an OAD with a one-way clutch.

Replace with Gatorback® brand Overrunning Alternator 
Decouplers and you’ll always be sure the job is done right.

For more info call 1-888-275-4397 
or visit www.goodyearep.com

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT GATORBACK® OADS.

The GOODYEAR (and Winged Foot Design) trademark is used by Veyance Technologies, Inc. under license from The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Goodyear Engineered Products are manufactured and sourced exclusively by 
Veyance Technologies, Inc. or its affi liates. The Gatorback trademark is licensed to Veyance Technologies, Inc. by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. ©2014 Veyance Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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out of every five vehicles on the road has 
a worn belt that needs to be replaced, 
which is one of many reasons why job-
bers should recommend to customers 
to have their vehicle cooling system 
inspected.

Noisy belts have not gone away. In 
fact, it is one of the biggest issues today.

Here’s why:
Types of Belt Noise
Squeal – Result of a relative slip between 
the belt and a pulley. Caused by:
•  Low belt tension
•   High  loads  resulting  in bearing drag 

or accessory on the verge of failure
•   High accessory  load with  insufficient 

belt wrap on the pulley
Chirp – Result of relative misalignment, 
the No. 1 cause of belt noise, between 
consecutive pulleys in a drive. Caused 
by:
•  Accessory bracket and shaft deflection
•  Belt installed one rib out of groove on 
one or more pulleys

Today’s EPDM belts are stiffer and 
belts are being replaced on vehicles 
with nearly 160,000 kilometres, and the 
belt drives in those vehicles are far from 
perfect. The vehicles have worn pulleys 
and slight misalignments that the new 
belt needs to contend with. In the past, 
old-style neoprene belts were softer and 
more forgiving to these imperfections. 
The new, stiffer EPDM belts tend to 
make  noise  with  these  misalignments. 
Belt drives have also become much more 
complicated, touching over 10 points of 
contact and leaving more opportunities 
for misalignments.

Noise can also be caused by misalign-
ment or tension. Dayco offers a simple 
trick of the trade to help figure this out. 
Take a water bottle and spray the rib side 
of the belt while the vehicle is running. 
If the noise goes away, it’s a misalign-
ment. Another way  is  to rev  the engine 
and if the noise goes away, it’s misalign-
ment. When you spray the ribs and the 
noise gets louder, the issue is tension. 
Again,  if  you  rev  the  engine  and  the 
noise gets louder, it’s tension.

When replacing a serpentine belt 
on vehicles with fixed locked drives, 
check for:
•   Over-Tensioning  –  This  puts  undue 

stress on the bearings within the 
drive system’s various components 
and could cause premature bearing 
failure. In addition, over-tensioning 
could cause the belt to separate as the 
pulleys cut into the belt.

•   Under-Tensioning – Belt slippage will 
occur when the belt is placed under 
a load situation – the consequence of 

which is that the belt becomes glazed 
or  slick.  This  results  in  belt  squeal, 
premature cracking, or early belt fail-
ure.

•   Worn  drive  system  components  and 
pulley misalignment – Edge cord fail-
ure/groove jumping can be caused by 
worn drive system pulleys or tension-
er  components.  Always  inspect  and 
replace these components as neces-
sary.

When replacing a serpentine belt 
on vehicles with automatic belt 
tensioners, check for:
•   Misalignment, wear, and bearing fail-

ure of drive system components – 
Uneven  belt  wear  or  premature  belt 
failure will occur if these items are not 
inspected and repaired or replaced.

•   Improper belt seating – Extreme care 
should be taken when reinstalling the 
serpentine belt to insure that the belt 
is properly seated and aligned in all 
pulley grooves. If not properly seated, 
the belt can “ride out” of the grooves, 
resulting in damage to the belt.
To help  fix a customer’s noisy acces-

sory drive problems, Dayco now provides 
a  Laser  Alignment  Tool,  which  can  be 
found in the Dayco Belt Diagnostic Kit.

The machined aluminum body is 
lightweight and durable, and has mag-
nets that secure it into the grooves of 
the reference pulley, which is usually 
the crankshaft pulley, ensuring a stable 
stage for accurate laser projection.

Veyance, marketer of Goodyear brand 
belts and hoses, offers the DataDrive 
Market  Intelligence  tool.  It  uses  infor-
mation about geographical locations, 
vehicle types, and other factors to help 
distributors  of  Goodyear  Engineered 
Products  stock  the  right  products  spe-
cifically  for  their  local  markets,  with 
up-to-date information down to the part 
number, and helps identify potential 
buyers in the area.

Gates  has  designed  an  online  train-
ing portal for technicians and counter-
personnel. This free online portal fea-
tures  an  Accessory  Belt  Drive  System 
(ABDS)  training  course  that  will  help 
counter staff and technicians solve com-
mon problems of the belt drive sys-
tem, improve system performance and 
reduce customer comebacks.

Whether you are dealing with a cus-
tomer walking  in with a broken belt  in 
his hand or a professional technician 
on the phone, by utilizing all the tools 
made available to you by your suppli-
ers, you can ensure your customers will 
leave satisfied that they received the best 
advice and the best quality components 
for their vehicle.

Includes Pulse Width 

Modulation (PWM) 

capabilities for GM trucks, 

plus expanded Asian and 

European coverage.

Never any added  
sensor programming 
or cloning steps with 
REDI-Sensor™ TPMS!

Now covers an 
additional 15 Million 
vehicles in North 
America!

• Ready out of the box!
•  Pre-programmed and 

designed to follow OE 
vehicle relearn procedures

•  Works with all major 
TPMS scan tools

•  Reduces inventory and 
eliminates service delays

•  OE designed and validated

For more information, e-mail:  
salessupport-us@vdo.com or 
call: 800-564-5066

www.redi-sensor.com

VDO and REDI-Sensor –  
Trademarks of the Continental Corporation

See why VDO REDI-Sensor™ 
saves time and money.  
Watch the video:
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Over the years, electrical failures have been 
the primary problem with trailers. Of late, 
trailer lighting problems have been reduced 

with the introduction of LED lighting. However, 
there are ongoing concerns about “compliant” 
lighting that actually does the job it is supposed 
to. With so many offshore LED lighting systems 

available, which may well carry the approval 
marks but just simply do not meet requirements, 
the market can be confusing. Companies look-
ing to retrofit their truck fleets to LED lighting 
systems to reduce costs and improve their bottom 
line need to be diligent about the LED systems 
they choose to install.

Reduce Operating Costs 
And Increase Safety With LED Lighting

By Steve Pawlett

MARKET FEATURE

Heavy Duty Trucks
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“When you have a big vehicle like a truck that has to com-
ply with the regulations in terms of lighting, today’s LED 
lighting technology can help,” explains Alfredo de la Vega 
of Hella. “The main idea of having an LED system is that it’s 
an improvement over incandescent bulbs. The performance 
is better, the power consumption is lower, and the device will 
last much longer.”

“Unfortunately many off-shore companies will grab a 
standard four-inch lamp and put in a bunch of LEDs like you 
might find in a car stereo. It’s an LED and it lights up, but 
eventually you will have 50% of the LEDs no longer function-
ing, and the power consumption is multiplied by the number 
of watts for the number of LEDs, so it is quite likely equal 
to an incandescent bulb. Plus, because of the inferior lens 
quality you don’t have proper light distribution,” explains de 
la Vega.

“What we do at Hella is focus a lot of technology into the 
electronics, because this helps to keep the power balance 
and maintain proper performance. By pushing the proper 
power to the LED without risking the performance of the 
LED, the electronics will help to extend the lifetime of the 
LED. And you need proper temperature management for 
this as well,” explains de la Vega.

LEDs work well when it’s cold, but not so well when it’s 
warm, so if the LED gets hot and the LED system isn’t 
equipped with the proper thermal management system and 
you happen to be in Arizona on a delivery in the summer, 
you will see less light emitted from a LED lamp than you will 
from an incandescent bulb.

Grote Industries has devised a new method of describing 
the light emitted by LED lamps. Named the RIE system, it 
reflects the actual way an LED lamp behaves and provides a 
more appropriate way of promoting the operational output 
of an LED lamp.

“When lighting suppliers try to portray their products 
in the best light, they often make the mistake of misrepre-
senting the actual amount and quality of light their lamps 
emit. LED lamps don’t perform the way other types of lamps 
perform,” says Grote’s white light business development man-
ager, Russell Ong. “A typical LED lamp is brightest when it 
is first turned on, then as it warms up it emits less light. If a 
supplier makes a statement that, ‘This lamp is just what you 
need, it puts out 2500 lumens,’ the point may be technically 
correct, but if that measurement is the initial light emitted, 
the statement is inaccurate and misleading.”

In order to help solve this problem, Grote has devel-
oped its own descriptive rating system that accurately com-
municates the true characteristics of lamps, so users can 
make informed decisions on the lamps that fit their needs 
best. Grote calls the new system the RIE Light Output 
Measurement System.

It provides three different measurements: The “R” in RIE 
stands for the raw lumens that any given fixture can theo-
retically produce. Precisely stated, R equals the maximum 
amount of lumens that each LED diode can produce times 
the number of diodes in the device. However, because light 
output is inevitably lost in reflection and diffusion through 
the lens, there is very little chance that the lamp produces 
anywhere near the capability of the diodes, making this meth-
od highly misleading as a true light output measurement.

www.piaa.com/rf800-525-7422

» More Output Per-watt Than The Competition

» Focused Beam Pattern In Fog Or Driving 

» Maximizes Light To Conserve Amp Draw

» More Light Where You Need It

» More Output Per-watt Than The Competition» More Output Per-watt Than The Competition

Reflector Facing Technology (RFT)

SERIES

www.piaa.com/rf
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The “I” in RIE stands for the light output that is produced 
the instant the lamp is turned on. In that moment, an LED 
lamp is at its brightest. This measurement is also misleading 
as a guideline for purchasing LED lamps, because LED out-
put will diminish by a certain amount until the lamp circuit 
stabilizes, after about 30 minutes of operation. Unlike an 
incandescent bulb that gets brighter after it has been on for 
a few minutes, an LED gets less bright as the circuit heats up.

The “E” in RIE stands for the effective light output that 
a lamp produces after it stabilizes in about 30 minutes. This 
third number is the safe number and the most accurate to 
use to communicate exactly how much light a lamp will put 
out in a real-life setting, and the only one a supplier should 
use when representing the true output of a LED lamp. And 
it’s the only number Grote will use to describe its work lamps.

“At Grote, we feel that expressing accurately the key 
information for a lamp we are selling is an ethical matter,” 
says Grote global vice-president of sales and marketing John 
Grote. “This information will now be available for every 
Grote work lamp.”

The way leading automotive lighting manufacturers are 
improving the performance of LEDs is by designing them 
to use as little power as possible, and using advanced design 
technology in the lenses to distribute the light properly and 
efficiently.

Peterson has entered the rapidly developing LED forward 
lighting market with the introduction of a new U.S.A.-
designed, -tooled and -manufactured 7-inch round LED 
headlight.

“We engineered and designed this lamp in-house, tooled 
it at our tooling division, and are manufacturing and assem-
bling it here in the U.S.A. The demand for LED forward 
lighting will continue to increase for some time to come. 
That growth makes it the next logical step in our 68-year 
history of manufacturing vehicle lighting equipment,” says 
Steve Meagher, Peterson’s vice-president of sales.

Peterson’s new, DOT-legal 701C 7-inch round headlight 
is a drop-in LED replacement for all PAR56 standard 
headlights, including popular H6014, H5024, and H6024 
halogen-sealed beams. It exceeds FMVSS-108 and CMVSS-
108 requirements, and its construction and performance 
conforms to all applicable SAE standards.

The heavy-duty cast aluminum housing and hard-coated 
polycarbonate lens ensure that the lamp assembly will last as 
long as the diodes. Unlike some competitors’ lights, which 
claim to be direct PAR56 replacements, Peterson’s 701C has 
its standard H4 3-blade terminals integrated directly into 
the cast alloy housing, not wired onto the light as a separate 
pigtail.

Retrofitting a truck with LEDs improves the safety of the 
driver of the truck and other drivers on the road. Other ben-
efits include a reduction in the cost of the operation of the 
truck, as it will consume less power and less fuel. Because the 
colour of LED lighting is close to daylight, it improves object 
visibility and reduces driver fatigue. LEDs can last an estimat-
ed 20 years, thus requiring less maintenance. Incandescent 

Pushing The Envelope 
With LED Warning Lights

“Over the past decade LED technology has evolved in all areas 
including industrial, construction, heavy duty, automotive, conag, 
and virtually every warning application,” explains SWS safety warn-
ing specialists general manager Tom Chopp.

“Surrey, B.C., was one of the first cities to make the switch to 
lead the industry into LED warning lights. Over the past 10 years, 
technology has been pushing the envelope towards many different 
quality levels and functionalities with safety warning lights. This has 
driven SWS’s vision over the past few years towards manufacturing 
several different types and levels of products, including our new 
Fleet Solutions, Intelligent Series, and Droid Series,” says Chopp.

The SWS Fleet Solutions is the base line product that directly 
replaces previous strobe products with the added benefit of LED 
technology. The Fleet Solutions line uses the same flash patterns 
and basic functionality as its predecessors and is available in both 
high- and low-profile beacon configurations as well as mini-bar 
configurations. The unique electronic design allows the same 
light output while maintaining the classic warning light style. This 
provides a light that has unparallelled mechanical, electrical, and 
optical technology to complement today’s modern fleet vehicles.

The Intelligent Series from SWS includes built-in battery check, 
auto-dimming, light synchronization, active thermal management, 
in-field serviceability, and zero EMI. The Intelligent Series is avail-
able in many beacon, minibar, and traffic director (used by larger 
commercial fleets) configurations.

The SWS Droid Series of product offers the greatest flexibility 
and customization from the factory. This circuit offers eight sides of 
light allowing for rotating patterns, split colour patterns, and up to 
20-plus flash patterns in total. The Droid Series has battery check 
built in, auto-dimming, and light synchronization. These models are 
available in both high- and low-profile beacon designs as well as 
mini-bar and amber/blue split configurations that are common at 
the municipality level.

Features include:
• Latest patented generation LED technology
• Unique electronic/thermal design
• Fully encapsulated electronics
• SAE J845 (2007) Class 1 Performance
• Lower current draw than strobe technology
• 3 to 5 year electronics warranty, depending on the part
• Magnetic mount models available

bulbs require bulkier housing, while LEDs can have flat posi-
tion lights, which means less chance for breakage.

Since lighting is moving away from incandescent light 
sources and more toward LED technology, fleets should 
focus on a quality system that will improve the durability and 
reduce maintenance on their new trailers.
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The ability to serve customers through multiple chan-
nels is now a key component of every successful job-
ber’s marketing plan.

At the core of this strategy is a comprehensive, user-
friendly database management system that enables job-
bers to gain an edge on their competition by providing 
customer and business insights that help them make bet-
ter decisions faster.

Comprehensive forecasting and pricing tools can help 
jobbers identify sales trends that are happening within 
their market, which allows them to react quickly and stock 
effectively for their particular market needs. Today, the 
ability to utilize other selling sites and offer online order-
ing that is available to customers 24/7 are now elements 

that are crucial to overall success and future growth.
“For most jobbers, parts delivery is an integral part of 

the service they offer and they can stand or fall based on 
how quickly, reliably, and accurately they can get the right 
part to their customer at the right time,” explains Jerry 
Fugina, president of Rinax Computer Systems Ltd.

“For our customers with Rinax X4 software, we are 
now integrated with the Elite EXTRA GPS delivery 
service. Elite EXTRA (EXtreme Tracking and Routing 
Application) allows jobbers to effectively and efficiently 
dispatch deliveries, track them on the Web real-time with 
GPS integration, and get up-to-the minute ETAs and 
manifest lists. With the Rinax X4 Delivery Manager, a dis-
patcher can upload documents to Elite EXTRA for deliv-

New Jobber Technology Puts

 Profit At Your 
Fingertips
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ery tracking, route management, remote signature capture, 
and driver tracking,” adds Fugina.

“We live in a point-and-click world now, and it is a lot 
easier to train people on X4 than the older Rinax Legacy 
version,” says Kenton Switzer, owner of Pat’s Auto Parts in 
Grand Prairie, Alberta.

“There are just so many more options with the X4. 
Sometimes with the display in front of you with all those 
options it can seem a bit intimidating, but at least you can 
figure it out because it is all displayed with multiple tabs and 
it flows pretty intuitively,” explains Switzer.

“I have four parts stores, a driveline shop, and satellite 
warehouse that I run through X4 and it makes it very easy. 
When you see something in another branch you just point 
and click. Rinax probably has one of the best inter-branch 
purchase order systems out there,” adds Switzer.

“My personal experience is, if someone gives you a task 
and it’s reasonably arduous, that means there is a greater 
probability of it either not getting done, or it’s going to take 
a whole lot longer to get done. If it’s very simplistic to get it 
completed, it’s just going to be that much faster,” explains 
Doug Borland, president of Western Bearing in Portage La 
Prairie, Manitoba.

Borland went live with the Epicor Eagle system in January 
2013. “It’s been just over a year now, and we are at a good spot 
now and are just tweaking things and settling into the soft-
ware. In today’s world, everybody wants everything emailed. 
I work fairly heavily on the purchasing side, so I often get 
requests for spreadsheets to be sent out. With the old system, 
you could do it but it was much more cumbersome. If you 
say, ‘Send me your Moog inventory,’ while I’m sitting here 
talking to you on the phone I can press a couple of keys, and 
with your email address in hand I can have it to you within 
seconds. Things like that are a huge benefit,” says Borland.

The new, hosted version of the Eagle solution enables 
users to run their businesses without owning and maintain-
ing a dedicated onsite server. Instead, the solution resides 
on a virtual server located in an Epicor advanced data cen-
tre, with staff providing around-the-clock monitoring, all 
required maintenance, automated backups, and the latest 
protection from viruses and other security threats.

In addition to the hosted version of the Eagle solution, 
Epicor recently introduced several new features that are now 
available to all Eagle users. The latest release of the Eagle 
software includes a new Epicor LaserCat 3 automotive eCata-
log interface with two optional new search tools related to 
original equipment parts.

“My counter staff think the LaserCat 3 is the best feature 
of our Epicor Eagle system,” says Denis Berube, owner of 
Nordiques Inc. in Quebec City.

“The LaserCat 3 puts everything on one page so you can 
see everything more easily. Some of my staff have even tipped 
their 17-inch wide computer screens up to make them taller 
rather than wide so they don’t have to scroll as much, to save 
time with customers. With an average of 300 calls a day we 
are on LaserCat 3 a lot,” adds Berube.

Nordiques Inc. has been working with Epicor and SiteAlive 
to consolidate its four websites into one e-store. Nordiques 
currently operates a woodworking equipment website, a 
general automotive site, a transitional electronic catalogue 
for retail customers, and a catalogue site for technicians. 

Located in Quebec City, Nordiques’ customer base is 85% 
walk-in business.

“We are a retail business so we have to be on all the social 
networks. We have to put our name into the heads of our 
customers and potential customers. They need to remember 
us and think of us first when they need automotive parts or 
woodworking tools. I don’t expect to be their only supplier, 
but I want to be their first choice, or at the very least, their 
second call,” says Berube.

Fuse5 is a business management software company and 
provider of cloud-based solutions to the automotive after-
market that has recently expanded into the Canadian mar-
ket.

Fuse5 software comes complete with point of sale, inven-
tory management, customer relationship management, and 
back office. Fuse5 is a comprehensive business solution 
created specifically for the automotive aftermarket and is 
designed for all levels of the supply chain from installers to 
jobbers, two-steppers, WDs, and manufacturers.

“Expanding into Canada is a major step in reaching new 
customers and growing the Fuse5 brand globally,” says Fuse5 
CEO Gabe Davis.

Fuse5 back-office offers dynamic reports that users 
can review and interact with onscreen, and includes a 
full accounting package. Purchasing includes easy-to-use 
forecasting logic. Cataloguing includes Activant/Epicor 
Lasercat3. Fuse5 jobber management software has a full 
shop management software built in including service centre 
scheduling, repair slips, technician reports, labour rates, 
repair diagnostics, and more. Sophisticated pricing allows 
users to automate price sheet import and breakout tiers to 
hold higher margin on lower dollar parts, all with no user 
limitations.

Fuse5 also acts as a hub that spans the entire supply chain 
and is integrated with a variety of third-party providers, 
which allows users to decide at any time which provider best 
fits their needs.

An inventory management system that is integrated with 
local jobber systems and offers online customer communica-
tions is just as important to automotive service shops.

Going With E-Tailing
Many jobbers are now moving to add eCommerce capabilities: 
launching e-stores and providing online parts ordering 24/7 with the 
goal of developing additional sales revenue from sources outside 
their current sales territory.

“We believe that we have parts here that could be of interest 
to people in other parts of the world, and the e-store gives us the 
opportunity to market to them,” explains Joe Elias of Norpine Auto 
Supply, in La Crete, Alberta. Norpine Auto Supply is currently using 
the Rinax X4 management software system.

“We’re still working on our e-store site getting the majority of 
the images up for the items in there. We hope to go live by the fall,” 
adds Elias. A number of his clients are currently testing the site to 
help get it bug-free before the launch.

Stay tuned for a more in-depth report B2C eCommerce and the 
jobber this June in Jobber News’ 11th Annual Retail Intelligence 
issue.
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Has your
computer

system kept
pace with your

business?

Has your
computer

system kept
pace with your

business?

COMPLETE NETWORK
SUPPORT

Nexpart® E-commerce 
E-mail PDF statements,
invoices, purchase orders
LAN/WAN support
VPN (Virtual Private 
Network)
PC’s, Barcode Scanners,
Signature Pads, Printers,  
Hubs, Routers, Switches

Rinax provides systems for the new aftermarket:
Windows functionality and ease of
Report writing that YOUR needs, even as they
Secure internet connectivity for your entire

Plus all the Inventory Control functionality you have come to expect: 
Order Inventory Sales
Accounts Accounts General

Nexpart Electronic Catalogue
Today’s aftermarket faces more complex pricing issues, more 
ways of sourcing parts and more demands from customers. 
Without the right tools, you may see your gross margins erode, 
your inventory get out of control and your hard won sales 
volume decline.
Get back that edge! Upgrade the tools that manage the 
essential needs of your business. Call Rinax today! 

RINAX, your source for software, hardware and services

Head Office - Calgary, AB, Tel: (800) 743-1241 Fax: (403) 243-8009 
Email - sales@rinax.com www.rinax.com

Service

Proudly Serving Canada’s Aftermarket for 30 Years!

Ask Us 
About Our 

New Mobile 
Computing 
Solutions
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“With Gem-Car I have set up maintenance programs for 
all my customers. It tells me what they are due for and what 
they are not due for. When I type in their name, licence num-
ber, or VIN, it tells me what needs to be done – something 
as simple as an emissions test, for example. Once they have 
done one emissions test, it will tell me when the next one is 
due,” explains Rob Ingram of Napa Auto Pro in Stratford, 
Ontario.

“A lot of the time I will be working on a work order and 
a customer will call or come in for service. With a lot of pro-
grams it can be difficult to get in and out of a program you 
are working in, but with Gem-Car, all I have to do is click 
New and bring up that customer’s information, which would 
include deferred work and anything in the past that we had 
discussed. If I need to book an appointment, I just click on 
the calendar and book the appointment. Once it’s booked I 
just hit the Previous button and it takes me back to the previ-
ous invoice I was working on,” explains Ingram.

Gem-Car’s latest software update, version 7.1, has a num-
ber of new modules. These include the ability to install 
specific job descriptions for every job sold; attach pictures 
and videos to estimates and invoices sent by email; send SMS 
text, confirm appointments, or advise the customer the car 
is ready; sign work orders and invoices with an electronic 
pad signature; decode the VIN with CARFAX integration; 
add promotional coupons to an invoice; use the rental car 
program to track rentals and loaner vehicles; conduct loy-
alty program tracking; and link remotely from tablet to the 
punch clock within Gem-Car. (Gem-Car now offers a glass 
module for the automotive replacement glass business.)

Gem-Fleet, Gem-Car’s module for the heavy-duty mar-
ket, has added additional wheel positions to allow for a full 
inspection including recording friction material thickness 
and tire tread depths.

“The big positive with Gem-Car, in addition to its ease of 
use, is whenever you want something or need something that 
will make your life easier, you explain it to them and they try 
to introduce it in the next rollout,” says Norm Lehoux, owner 
of Dixie Matheson Service Centre in Mississauga, Ontario.

Lehoux has been using the Gem-Car system for a year and 
a half now. “It makes us more efficient and our customers 
can see we aren’t just sitting back with a 15-year-old system 
to make a dollar. I think it gives customers comfort as well 
when you can show you are willing to spend some money to 
keep your operation up to date. They know they are bringing 
their car to someone who isn’t trying to analyze an engine 
problem with a paperclip. It shows we are serious about our 
business and we are here to stay,” adds Lehoux.

Today the depth of the software that is available is almost 
limitless, so it really comes down to how much time you want 
to spend on the various features that work best for your busi-
ness model. For instance, expanding your sales territory by 
setting up an e-store is now becoming the norm for many 
jobbers.

Advances in technology and the level of sophistication 
now available in database management systems provide 
seamless connections to sales data that jobbers can use to 
gain valuable insight into customer buying patterns, which 
is key to helping them maintain that all-important competi-
tive edge.
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a difference
41 Years of making

Your continued support (more than $4 million 
in donations) has had a profound impact 
on MDC. In honour of our efforts, and yours, 
MDC has created the Annual Fred Shaddick 
Community Service Award recognizing 
outstanding contribution to the community.

This ad space generously donated by the media partners.

Shad’s Board of Directors:
• Bill Hay Bill.Hay@dayco.com

• Brad Shaddick brad.shaddick@federalmogul.com

• Cameron Young cameron.young@ca.bosch.com

• Luc Champagne luc.champagne@autosphere.ca

• Mike Fazackerley mike.fazackerley@matthewscott.com

• Ray Osika rosika@gates.com

• Scott Stone sstone@mevotech.com

• Shaun Keogh skeogh@eastpenncanada.com

• Steve Gushie steve.gushie@carquest.com

Since 1954, Muscular Dystrophy Canada has been committed to improving the quality of life, mainly through 
donations, for the tens of thousands of Canadians with neuromuscular disorders and taking the lead in research for 
the discovery of therapies and cures. Shad’s R&R has continually supported these efforts since 1973 by donating over 
$4 million dollars to Muscular Dystrophy Canada. Now entering our 41st year of support, the automotive aftermarket 
continues to fulfill founder Fred Shaddick’s original mission of FoR the KiDS.

Mark your calendars for the 41st Annual Shad’s R&R Golf Tournament 
on Thursday, June 12, with all proceeds to Muscular Dystrophy Canada.

Station Creek Golf & Country Club - Stoutffville, Ontario

If you would like to become a sponsor or make a donation to SHAD’s R&R
FoR tHe KIDS, please contact one of our board members directly.
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MONEY & 
MANAGEMENT

Mark Borkowski is president 
of Mercantile Mergers & 
Acquisitions Corporation. 
Mercantile is a mid market 
mergers & acquisitions 
brokerage firm. Mark or his 
staff can be contacted in 
confidence at mercantile-
mergersacquisitions.com.

What’s On Your 
Stick?

It’s normal for 
human beings 
to remember the 

past, the way things 
used to be. It’s also 
normal to feel afraid 
of the future, or the 
unknown. But the 
dawning of the 21st 
century has had an 
enormous effect on 
information, the way 
we use it, and the 
way we store it. It 
affects every walk of 
life and every profes-
sion in the world. By 
its very nature, the 
Information Age has 
made it a necessity 
to be connected to 
unlimited amounts 
of data, more than 
is humanly possible 
to keep contained 
in our heads. From crunching numbers, to 
home budgets, to researching why the universe 
exists, the data is all available online. Every 
person has his or her own needs and, conse-
quently, a need for answers.

All of this has led to an influx of smart 
phones, faster and faster computers, and larger 
data storage capacities. In fact we store so 
much data that, very often, we forget where 
we stored it. So the proliferation of portable 
storage is growing, so quickly that portable 
data storage has become a way of life. External 
hard drives, the mushrooming Cloud, tiny 
USB Flash drives (USB sticks), and other 
devices have all arrived to hold the data we 
now consider important. Sales of USB Flash 
drives alone are estimated to hit half a trillion 
pieces by 2015.

Unfortunately, along with these massive 
amounts of data storage capacity, hacking, 
prying, and electronic data theft have also 
grown. Everybody knows that the Internet is 
not secure, so using the Cloud for personal or 
important information is not recommended 
for sensitive information   – passwords are hack-
able. Even your 10 digit, alphanumeric, mixed 
upper/lower case passwords can be hacked 
using readily available software.

One of the most secure forms of pro-
tection is biometric encryption, where only 

you physically have 
the key. Biometric 
fingerprinting is, 
by far, one of the 
most secure locks 
available. There are 
those who might dis-
agree with this state-
ment, for sure, but 
if you want to worry 
about someone cut-
ting off your finger, 
maybe you have 
more to worry about 
than the informa-
tion you have stored.

In fact, getting 
past a biometric 
scanner is not as 
easy as the fears 
many people have 
raised about it. First, 
there is the matter 
of someone actually 
acquiring the finger-

print from the correct finger. Next, they have 
to duplicate it somehow; then they have to 
figure out which part of the finger was used, 
the tip or the swirl. Then they have to figure 
out which orientation they have to use on the 
scanner. The permutations and combinations 
are countless. So unless you actually help 
somebody break your biometric lock, you 
should just wish them good luck. Realistically, 
it doesn’t even have to be a fingerprint: other 
parts of your body, like a toe, work just as well.

One such product available from a small 
Toronto company, The Encriptor One line of 
encryption devices by Great Durable Products 
Ltd. (www.encriptorone.com), consists of a 
family of biometric fingerprint scanners that 
will protect your portable data easily: use 
the device to encrypt your stick, and you’re 
covered.

In spite of these increasingly sophisticated 
forms of security, many people still walk 
around with information/data on USB Flash 
drives that are not protected at all, even 
though should this information/data get out, 
it could affect a great many people or possibly 
give away company secrets. But with software 
and other security protection available today, 
it’s relatively simple – and increasingly, essential 
– to make sure your valuable information stays 
out of the wrong hands.
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For the Counterperson May 2014

Improving MVIS Safety 
Standards in Ontario

Many automotive repair shop techni-
cians are in favour of stricter MVIS 
standards. There are 20 million-plus 

vehicles on the road across the country 
today, and Ontario accounts for the major-
ity of that number. The average age of a 
vehicle today is the highest it’s been in his-
tory, at 9.3 years, and the average number 
of kilometres driven during the lifespan 
of that vehicle is 320,000 km. These indi-
cators mean Ontario drivers are keeping 
their vehicles longer, which means the 
likelihood of more vehicles on the road in 
need of repairs is greater. Most techs today 
would like to see a mandatory annual 
safety inspection for all vehicles.

“When you look at so many provinces 
around us and the many states throughout the U.S. where 
they have annual mechanical inspections, that’s probably 
something we should have been doing here in Ontario a long 
time ago,” says Stephen Marple, owner of Today’s Automotive 
in Scarborough, Ontario.

Angelo Fiorito, a licensed mechanic and sales manager for 
Paste Auto Parts based in north Toronto, agrees with Marple. 
“Many of the U.S. states have had annual inspections since 
the ’60s, where you go to a state-run area and they check 
your brakes, tread wear, wipers, lights, etc. I strongly believe 
that should be done here. Just think about how many sets 
or wipers are not being replaced, how many bald tires are 
on the road, how many worn brakes and ball joints are out 
there that need to be replaced, and certainly all the other 
problems that are related to automotive.”

“I think it should be conducted along the lines of the 
Drive Clean program and be done every couple of years 
along with your license renewal. It can be expensive and it’s 
always the people who can’t afford it that pay, because they 
are the ones with the cars that are in disrepair, not the guy 
driving the 2010 BMW,” adds Marple.

“It doesn’t have to be done at the provincial level. It can be 
done at the technician level, so anybody who is certified can 
do the inspection,” adds Fiorito.

Ontario Minister of Transportation Glen Murray recently 
introduced the Keeping Roads Safe Act in an effort to 
reduce collisions, injuries, and fatalities in Ontario. In addi-
tion to addressing distracted driving, pedestrian and cyclist 
safety, alcohol impairment, unfit drivers, and truck, vehicle, 
and bus safety, the bill also addresses anti-lock braking sys-
tems, electronic stability control systems, and suspension 

components.
While the new bill does not directly address vehicle safety 

standards, it speaks to the creation of a new framework for 
the vehicle safety inspection program (MVIS). Updates to 
the standards themselves are a separate, parallel effort that 
will move forward regardless of the success of the new bill.

The bill proposes the following changes:

Brakes:
•   The  ABS  (anti-lock  braking  system)  is  not  required  to 

function; however, the service brakes must not be adversely 
affected by an ABS that is not functioning properly.

•   ESC  (electronic  stability  control) must  function properly 
on all vehicles manufactured on or after September 1, 
2011.

Suspension:
•   Modern  materials,  such  as  composite  springs,  are  now 

included.
•   Excessively changed vehicle height may invoke additional 

checks (e.g. four-wheel alignment).
(It is important to note that consultations are still under-

way and that all items, including those mentioned above, are 
subject to approval and may not be included in the final ver-
sion of the legislation).

Stricter MVIS standards would translate into safer vehi-
cles on our roads. “I do safety inspections for different shops 
in my area, and what I often find is that many technicians 
aren’t following the MVIS guidelines in the first place. I don’t 
think a lot of techs have actually read the regulations. Of 

By Steve Pawlett

continued on page 28
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Alain Jacques of Nordiques Inc., 
Quebec City, Que.

2013 Counterperson of the Year

Do you know who the 
Best Counterperson is?
The 2013 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the  
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.

Do you know who the 
Best Counterperson is?
The 2014 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the  
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis  
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner comments. 
While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of training clinics, 
proficiency in computer cataloguing programs, and professional 
certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts Specialist will all be 
considered strongly in a nominee,s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year  
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto 
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than  
half a century.

I nominate:__________________________________

Who works at ______________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

My Name ________________________________________

Company __________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________ 

Phone (______)_____________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this award is:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
 Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award, 80 Valleybrook Drive, Toronto, ON M3B 2S9 or fax to 416-510-5140.

Please use a separate sheet if you require additional space

The 2014 Jobber News Counterperson 
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.epicor.com
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course some of that comes down to the shop’s responsibility. 
For instance, in my shop I do all the certifications, so I think 
I look at it a little bit differently then maybe someone who 
just wants to get them through on a quicker basis,” explains 
Marple.

“A lot of shops in our area will certify a car with ball 
joints and tie rods, etc., out of spec even though there is a 
strong specification on that in the certification manual. For 
instance, a ball joint tool that measures the play in a ball joint 
is required if you are a certified shop, and yet I have never 
seen one in use,” adds Fiorito.

“The mechanical fitness of a car is a critical component of 
safe driving. For example, you could have a vehicle travelling 
down the road with a broken stabilizer bar. How can that 
driver properly handle driving on the highway and make a 
lane change at the average highway speed of 120 kilometres 
per hour if the stabilizer bar is not hooked up and the struts 
are worn out? When he makes a change at that speed on 
the highway, how does he bring it back into the lane?” asks 
Marple. “I’m sure anything the Ministry comes up with for 
tightening up inspections will only be for the better.”

If passed, the proposed legislation would allow the motor 
vehicle safety inspection program to move to a contractual 
model and enable the procurement of a third-party contact 
administrator, while allowing the Ministry to retain overall 
accountability for the program.

The MTO started updating the safety standards long 
before the bill was proposed, and will continue to work on 
the updates regardless of whether or not the bill is passed.

The section of the bill related to safety standards would 
simply allow the outsourcing of the administration of the 
safety inspection program to a third party. Because the new 
third-party vendor will likely bring in a more tech-savvy elec-
tronic reporting system, it is felt that it is timely to move to an 
administration model while rolling out new standards.

“If diagnostic equipment is required to conduct more 
stringent safety inspections, we have that option just like with 
the Drive Clean program. Each repair shop has to weigh the 
odds and take a look at their numbers and decide what works 
for them,” says Marple.

The proposed standards for these categories are simply 
stricter standards that all MVIS shops will test to before giv-
ing a “safety” to a vehicle. MVIS inspection is only required 
at resale before a new person registers the vehicle, so the 
test itself remains the same, though the standard level will 
become stricter.

The benefit to the consumer is that they will end up with 
a vehicle that in the long run is safer and more reliable, and 
they will likely spend less on major repairs because it has 
been maintained at a higher level.

Higher standards will mean that some of the vehicles that 
just pass the current test will fail future safety tests and will 
require repairs to meet compliance standards. This of course 
is only true for vehicles being resold that require the safety 
test. 

Overall, any updates to the current MVIS standards will 
not affect the majority of vehicles, because the province of 
Ontario does not require regular safety inspections at this 
time. The AIA has stated that it is supportive of the new Act 
that will help bring about a modernized process for vehicle 
inspections in Ontario.
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com. 
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

  AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &  
  ACCESSORIES
Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc. (AWA), 

a leading Tier One 
automotive components 

supplier and one of the world’s largest 
manufacturers of aftermarket parts. AISIN’s 
original equipment technology and know-how 
is used to ensure product quality and reliability. 
To learn more about our products, request a 
catalogue today. www.aisinaftermarket.com 

Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
Research and testing. Just two of 
the reasons Goodyear automotive 
replacement products deliver the 

ultimate in performance and value.

NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in  
Spark Plugs, Oxygen 

Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets. 
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers

S.B International Inc. 
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

  AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto 
Recycling and Wheel 
Refinishing
www.carcone.com

With over 32 years of experience Carcone’s 
Auto Recycling & Wheel Refinishing is your one 
stop for quality recycled products and wheel 
refinishing needs. Call today at 1-800-263-2022 
or visit us on line at www.carcone.com

Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online 
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.com 
or call 416-286-8686. 

Experienced Shipping Department to Ensure 
Parts Arrive Safely.

  BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
  SERVICES 
The Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning 
Centre Ltd

www.aaec.ca 
AAEC - BEST - Business 
Evaluation Support & 
Training - Instructing 
and Coaching with 

the Proven Business Management Tools that 
drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team Culture and 
Marketplace Credibility.

Vehicle Integrity Manager
www.vehicleim.com/
More than just a 
replacement for your 
inspection sheet. 

Electronic Inspections are just the beginning!

  HAND CLEANERS

GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading 
manufacturer of skin care 
products and services for 

many marketing including automotive and 
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a 
commitment of creating well-being through hand 
hygiene and healthy skin.

   TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for all 
your industrial gases and 
welding supplies.

Auto Test Tools.ca
Your one stop for 
specialized diagnostic 
tools and accessories. 

Contact; www.auto-know.com, ronbrown@on.
aibn.com, 1-800-665-8773

  WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS  
  & BUYING GROUPS

Bestbuy Distributors Limited

www.bestbuydistributors.ca
Independent buying 
group and warehouse 
distributor that allocates 

its profits to member shareholders and provides 
unbeatable value for independent jobbers.

The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine 
Shop Buying Group

  AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Allan’s Automotive Electronics Ltd.

www.allansautomotive.com
Phone: 780-469-8060
Your Automotive Test Equipment Repair 
Specialist Tool Sales and Service.
We provide service and warranty for most makes 
of automotive test equipment.
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Jobber News  
Marketplace Classifieds
Reach Key Aftermarket Players.
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call toll free from Canada  
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Editorial
Comment

he automotive aftermarket has always had an uneasy relationship with legisla-
tors. Sometimes it wins, as regulations force drivers out of the back shed and 
into the professional shops; other times it just adds to the cost of doing business. 
Often it’s hard to tell what the true impact of changes will be for years.

Sometimes new rules have hurt business by adding an administrative bur-
den, such as environmental regulations, health and safety, and yes, even the requirements 
for technician licensing. But there are also times when legislation has created whole new 
opportunities, weeded out the unprofessional and unqualified, and generally benefited the 
automotive aftermarket by reinforcing the standards for trained, qualified professionals.

Whether you’re looking back at the evolving mobile air conditioning service business, 
the emissions testing programs that exist in B.C. and Ontario, or something as ubiqui-
tous as tightened dumping regulations – which played such a large role in driving the oil 
change business to the professional sector, arguably even laying the groundwork for the 
creation of a whole new sector, quick-lube shops.

But there has been one area of regulation that has been sorely lacking in most of this 
country, despite decades of pressure: safety inspection.

While rules differ from one jurisdiction to another, for most of the cars on the road in 
Canada, cars are only inspected on resale, often at a point where they are well past their 
service intervals (human nature being what it is).

It is true that at first glance the inspection checklist looks comprehensive: brakes, sus-
pension, steering, tires, and lighting must be working properly with specified limits on 
wear and tear, but doing an inspection as comprehensive as that might suggest is a practi-
cal impossibility, given the dollar figure charged – anywhere from $40 to $80 – with the 
result that much is left up to the technician’s judgment.

Simply put, the truly conscientious professional is at a disadvantage to those who might 
have a very different view of what constitutes a “minimum standard.”

And, with shops and technicians advertising low, low rates for an inspection that was 
designed to ensure that when a car was sold it was roadworthy, the low bar set for that 
inspection – lights and turn signals working, parking brake working – really did nothing 
to ensure that a vehicle had anything more than the appearance of being safe to drive.

In Ontario where I live, getting a car “safetied” has been viewed as a joke for decades. 
Growing up, virtually everybody knew a technician who would sign off on their latest heap. 
Judging from some of the cars on the road and the chatter on the Web, little has changed.

Until now. Buried deep in what Ontario’s Liberal government calls the Keeping 
Ontario’s Roads Safe Act – which gained the most press for its tightened rules on distract-
ed driving and provisions for accommodating cyclists sharing the road – is the ground-
work for a whole new inspection system.

Details aside (it may involve the addition of equipment such as brake-force testers and 
perhaps other pieces that have been in use in various jurisdictions around the world for 
years), it’s high time we took as much of the variability out of inspections as possible. 

Relying on repeatable performance tests rather than static measurements has the 
potential to remove accusations of unnecessary repairs, increase the quality of parts on 
resale vehicles (as they would have to actually work, not just look the part), and drive out 
unscrupulous low-ball inspections.

Regardless of the final outcomes, moving to a safety-lane system is a good step, even if 
there is an initial cost to industry. 

And it’s about time. In an automotive world where so much has changed, it’s inconceiv-
able that how we determine what “safe” means should be left up to a system that was young 
when I was.

— Andrew Ross, editor and publisher aross@jobbernews.com
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This product is very flammable. Do not apply while equipment is energized.

● 97% Total Power Recovery - PROVEN RESULTS!
● 100% Misfire Recovery - PROVEN RESULTS!
● 99% Injector Flow Improvement - PROVEN RESULTS!
● 5.7% KPL Increase - PROVEN RESULTS!
● Only needed 4x per year
● One bottle treats up to 25 gallons of Gasoline
INTENSIVE Fuel System Cleanup Lasts 6,437 KM's!
75815      444 mL bottle  6/cs

Gasoline Formula

DW10 TEST - TOTAL POWER RESTORATION
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Base fuel power loss after 30 test cycles
After 16 cycles of everyday fuel additives
After 1 cycle of CRC 1-TANK POWER RENEW

PEUGEOT XUD-9 TEST - INJECTOR FLOW RESTORATION
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After Dirty Up After CRC 1-TANK POWER RENEW

 Injector 1 Injector 2 Injector 3 Injector 4 AVERAGE

Average 99% 
injector flow after 
ONE cycle of CRC 
1-TANK POWER 
RENEW!
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Fuel Injector Spray Pattern
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Magnification of Injector 
Deposits Clogging Fuel Spray 
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ACTUAL PHOTOS TAKEN FROM TESTED VEHICLES

Intake Valves #3 & #4

Piston Tops

Combustion Chamber

Why is Complete Fuel System Cleanup Needed?
Fuel quality differs from pump to pump and, over time, contaminants in fuel will cause carbon 
deposit buildup throughout the fuel system.  Carbon deposits harden on intake valves, piston heads, 
cylinder walls and injectors and lead to decreased MPG, hesitation, stalling, pre-ignition, loss of 
power and excess exhaust emissions.  Today's engines are so finely tuned that even microscopic 
deposit formations can cause performance issues.

● 100% Power Restoration FOR diesel engines - PROVEN RESULTS!
● 99% Injector Flow Improvement - PROVEN RESULTS!
● 100% Deposit Removal - PROVEN RESULTS!
● Cleans INSIDE the injectors and prevents internal diesel injector deposits (IDID).
● Excellent cleanup for sticky injectors frequently found in modern common rail systems.
● 1 Qt treats up to 125 gal; 16 oz treats 60 gal; 8 oz treats 30 gal.
● Works in diesel and biodiesel blends up to B20.
UNBEATABLE performance in deposit removal!
75816  Utility     444 mL bottle     6/cs
75832  HD     946 mL bottle  12/cs

Diesel Formula

POWER THAT LASTS!Clean up lasts months! You won't need any otherfuel additive again!

Treat your engine to 1-TANK POWER RENEW® and get back 
the power, performance and MPG you've been missing!

Most fuel additives on the market need to be used 
with every fill up in order to deliver the claims on the 
bottle.  After the first use, CRC 1-TANK POWER RE-
NEW® delivers a powerful SHOCK to your dirty fuel 
system, resulting in unbeatable one-tank cleanup with 
proven test results!

CRC Canada Co.
2 - 1246 Lorimar Drive  Mississauga, ON  L5S 1R2  Tel. 905-670-2291  Fax. 905-670-5941  www.crc-canada.ca
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PREMIUM PLUS TM brake pad is a year 
2021 Low-Copper compliant product 
certified by NSF. Leaving less amount of 
residue, using less toxic substances, but 
still maintaining a high level of braking 
power. Tests indicate a 38% stopping 
power increase and 25% high pitch noise 
reduction. reduction. 
 
When combined with our GEOMET coated 
disc brake rotors, experience a new level 
of braking and a set of longer lasting 
brakes.

TM

2021 Copper Certified. 

www.inroble.com
®

© 2014 Inroble International Inc. All Rights Reserved. Premium Plus is a trademark of Inroble International Inc. 
The LeafMark is a trademark of The Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association.

No Bull. Real Brakes.
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